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WELCOME!
For about 130 years now, we have been delivering on the same promise: to support people and
communities affected by neglected tropical diseases like leprosy to find hope, healing, and restoration.

With our partners and the people we serve, we create strategic programs that positively impact the lives of
people in need. We ensure that people affected by neglected tropical diseases have access to medical care
and community support for better mental, physical and social well-being.

The word “Effect” in our name is a transitive verb, and it conveys an invitation to each of us to become an
agent of grace and hope, just as we experience the grace of God at work within each of our lives.

If you have questions as you work with our brand, please send us an email to marketing@effecthope.org.
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WHY WE DO WHAT WE DO
Globally, 1.7 billion people are affected by neglected tropical diseases. They are the world’s most
underserved people and communities. Neglected tropical diseases don’t just cause illness and disability,
but they destroy livelihoods and tear families apart. These diseases seed discrimination and isolation.
Neglected tropical diseases trap people in a cycle of poverty.

As followers of Jesus, we cannot stand by and let people suffer needlessly from treatable and preventable
diseases. God calls us to intervene in this broken world as agents of restoration and hope. We work with our
committed supporters here in Canada and our partners in the countries where we serve to be champions of
hope.
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OUR

MISSION
As followers of Jesus, we partner with others to bring hope and restoration to
people affected by neglected tropical diseases like leprosy.

OUR

VISION
A world where people overcome neglected tropical diseases like leprosy —
A world full of hope.
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WHAT WE DO
For about 130 years now, we have been delivering on the same promise: to support people and
communities suffering from neglected tropical diseases like leprosy to find hope, healing, and restoration.
As a Canadian Christian global health organization, we invite people we serve and our partners to shape the
way we work.

Together, we create strategic programs that positively impact the lives of people in need. We ensure that
people affected by NTDs have access to medical care and community support for better mental, physical
and social well-being.
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HOW WE DO WHAT WE DO
Health services for neglected tropical diseases are not available everywhere. We work to make sure that
those affected by neglected tropical diseases receive people-centred, appropriate, inclusive, and holistic
health services, no matter how remote or isolated they are. This includes mental, social, and disability care.

We work with communities affected by these diseases to take action to prevent, detect, and seek treatment
for these diseases. Through this work, we also erase prejudices that lead to discrimination and leave people
isolated. Empowered people and communities can advocate for the services they need.

We work with governments, both at local and national levels - to implement changes that are proven to
work. When a health system is strong, no one is left behind. We make sure that people affected by
neglected tropical diseases are at the centre of this work.

Finally, we seek out the best solutions and innovations that make the biggest difference for people and
communities affected by these diseases. Whether it’s a new technology, medical discoveries, or just better
ways to deliver care based on patient experiences, we work with those who deliver care to do better.
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The Result.
These actions transform lives today and change the future for generations
to come.
Together with our supporters and partners, we have done a lot since 1892.
We plan to help until we are no longer needed, and we have had a
powerful effect.

That effect? Hope.
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VOICE
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BACKGROUND
Effect Hope is a community builder and an expert. While we speak with authority and share
compelling, true information and stories, we also use clear, simple and friendly language. We honour
the person or people we’re talking about– they aren’t victims or vessels for disease. We protect their
identity when asked, we use their story in ways that are not dehumanizing. We also honour the person
or people we’re talking with. We like to inspire, not guilt, our supporters.

We like HOPE a lot. It’s in our name and it’s our mission. Even if it’s an overused word, there is no way
around it– hope is beautiful. It’s at the heart of our faith and it’s at the heart of our work. When we tell
stories, we keep hope in mind. The light of hope needs to shine through even the most hard-to-hear stories.

We also keep in mind a few other things when we’re talking about Effect Hope...
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WE ARE CHRISTIAN
We wear our faith on our sleeves because we’re called to this work of restoration and hope. We also
recognize that not everyone in our community is Christian, whether they are the people we serve, our
partners, or our supporters. That’s something to celebrate. As Christians, we lead with love and seek to
serve. It is with this spirit that we approach the relationships we build through our communications. We
don’t try to convert people, but we aren’t shy about who we are.
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WE PUT PEOPLE FIRST
The people we serve, our partners, and our donors
–our community– are not abstract beings. They are
individuals with rich lives. We write for a person
about a person. Sometimes we talk about the big
issues, like the total global number of people with
certain diseases. When we do, we are
knowledgeable and informative. Even when
describing the ‘big picture,’ we try our best to make
the problem relatable by also sharing the story of a
person or a community that we serve.
You can find some examples of this in the lexicon
section of this book.
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WE WORK IN PARTNERSHIP.
When we talk about ‘our work,’ we’re actually referring to the work of a global community.
Like all healthy communities, everyone plays their part. We like to talk about how our community creates
sustainable change, together. It’s also why we make deliberate choices about the language we use.
Everything we say may impact the way our partners, supporters, and the people we serve feel about being
members of our community.
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The people we serve inform the way we design and implement our programs.

We ALWAYS work in partnership with local leaders to implement meaningful programs that will have a
sustainable, appropriate, and positive impact on the lives of those affected by neglected tropical diseases.

We OFTEN work with local and national governments in-country. This reflects an important piece of the way
we work - we’re out for sustainable, locally-owned change. It’s not about us.

We ALWAYS team up with our donors and funders – whether Mrs. Jones gave us $10, or the Government of
Canada supported an entire project, they are partners in our movement to effect hope.

Our staff and volunteers facilitate these interactions so that together, we can achieve our mission.

WE CELEBRATE OUR WHOLE COMMUNITY IN OUR COMMUNICATIONS.
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WE WANT TO INSPIRE
Whether we’re talking to a donor, a prospective
partner, or a classroom of children, we hope that
every encounter will be inspiring. We use the power
of story to build a shared understanding of the
grand challenges and exciting opportunities that
come up in the work we do with partners. We invite
the people we’re connecting with to be part of a
movement to effect hope because we can all play a
tangible role.
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WE USE FRIENDLY, CLEAR & SIMPLE LANGUAGE
The people in our community are smart, but they are also busy. We want to respect and protect their time.
That’s why we like clear and simple language. We try to use short sentences. We keep our tone friendly and
personable. Keeping language clear, concise, and personable is an act of respect.
We do keep it professional.
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WE WANT TO MOTIVE WITHOUT A SIDE OF GUILT
We really cherish our donors and supporters. We facilitate opportunities for them to participate in the
movement to Effect Hope. The language we use encourages choice and partnership. We don’t manipulate
or guilt-trip the people we respect and cherish. This includes our donors, even if it feels like using guilt could
be the quickest way to get a gift.
We also love and respect the people we serve. For this reason, we aren’t into "sadvertising". The people we
serve are not vessels for disease, they are humans with rich lives. We don’t place victimhood on them.
In other words, we want people to give because they want to, not because they feel they have to. Even if it
takes more time and effort. We like to use real and relatable human stories that invoke empathy, not pity.
We like our supporters to know how their gifts are truly making a difference. We don’t exploit people by
using gruesome images of their limbs– a person’s face should be in most photos.
Want to learn more? Read this article.* Check out the lexicon and photography for examples.

*https://agitator.thedonorvoice.com/beware-of-psychological-reactance/
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LEXICON
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GENERAL
PRINCIPLES
Do use the following:

Don’t use the following:
We avoid labelling people or using terms that place
the emphasis on the disease rather than the person.
A person may have leprosy, but they are not a ‘leper,’
‘leprosy sufferer’ or ‘leprosy patient’; a person may

We always use language that recognizes that being

have disabilities, but they are not a disabled

affected by an NTD is not the defining aspect of a

person, a handicap, or a cripple.

person’s life. See the person, not the disease.
We don’t reinforce stereotypes or myths about
We always think about how a person with an NTD

neglected tropical diseases inadvertently. For

would feel about our choice of words. We respect

instance, leprosy is not gruesome or horrifying.

the wishes of the person whose story we are telling.

Even when a person with leprosy faces complications

Did they ask us to change their name or some of

leading to disabilities or deformities, never describe

the details? Did they request that their story not

their body with language from a horror film. This

appear online?

actually reinforces stigma, which is something we

When you are telling someone’s story, we use their

act against.

own words as much as possible, as long as it

We do not use abbreviations to describe people, e.g.

is appropriate.

"PAL" (Person Affected by Leprosy).
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EXAMPLES

(this is not an exhaustive list. Let it guide you as you think about your own storytelling)

AVOID THESE WORDS & PHRASES

USE THESE PHRASES INSTEAD/NOTES

All of these examples are drawn from past presentations, correspondence,

Tweaking language slightly creates a more empathetic approach to storytelling

or Direct Mail. Many perpetuate stigma and harmful stereotypes.

and relies less on manipulating the emotions of our supporters.

Affliction/Afflicted by

Name of disease/Affected by/Person with
We use positive language that is hopeful. Make sure to vary the language so that
this does not become a label itself. E.g., “Sunil, a man with leprosy” is a good way
to mix it up.

Leprosy/NTD sufferer/victim

Person affected by…
Sufferer, suffer from, afflicted, victim or any other words that disempower people with
NTDs by making them seem passive, or worthy of pity.

Shriveled (as in finger)

Adjectives like this reinforce harmful stereotypes.

Primitive need (for survival)

Basic needs
Even if a person we serve is starving, their need is not primitive. This word
perpetuates colonial views about the ways in which people in other parts of the
world live.

Leper/PAL
Brand Book
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AVOID THESE WORDS & PHRASES

USE THESE PHRASES INSTEAD/NOTES

Festering (wounds, lesions, anything)

Infected

Maggot-infested wound

CAUTION against using this image
Their infected wound was attracting maggots.

Crippled body

A person with a disability

Leprosy sufferer/patient

Person affected by leprosy/ person with leprosy

Grotesque deformity

Deformity

Under-privileged/needy

Under-privileged is a label. Unless a person uses it themselves,
avoid using it. Instead, be specific about a person’s living
conditions, wages, access to resources, health care etc.

Third World/Developing World

Global South

Ravaged

Injured, caused permanent disability

EH

Do not use EH as a shorthand for Effect Hope. If we do it,
people outside the organization can do this. And we don't want
that.
Brand Book
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AVOID THESE WORDS & PHRASES

USE THESE PHRASES INSTEAD/NOTES

[Country, city, place] is crazy

In some of the places we work, the streetscape and lifestyle are very different
from our own. It’s very important that the language we use to describe these
places is not judgemental. A word like crazy places a value judgment upon
a place.

Participant(s)/Client(s)

Person/People we serve

Country, city, place] is crazy

Only use these words within the context of a
direct quote.
It’s ok to say, “Antoinette said, ‘I felt hopeless.’” because that is what she said.
Don’t assume someone was hopeless unless it is indicated in the notes.
There are lots of words that describe circumstances, such as life-changing,
challenging, isolating that work well but don’t assume an emotional state
of being.

Hansen’s Disease

Leprosy
This is an interesting one! Hansen’s Disease IS the proper name for leprosy.
It certainly should be used in technical documents, where appropriate.
For our public-facing writing, we use leprosy because it is more commonly used.
Many already assume that leprosy is a disease from history books.
We try not to further cloud the matter by using Hansen’s Disease.
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LOGO
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MEET OUR NEW LOGO
We're still Effect Hope, but our identity is sharp, both in the way it looks and the way we communicate.
Things to note about our new logo:
You will notice that we have separated the logo from the tagline
You will notice the colours are brighter and bolder
The font has changed
No colon in between the Effect and Hope
No monogram or icon
The letter "E" & "H" are capitalized
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1

EFFECT HOPE LOGO & PLACEMENT
Our logo can be found in four variations. All of which are
found in a stack formation, the "Effect" on top and "Hope"
on the bottom. One variation is with the "Effect" white and
the "Hope" blue. The second variation is the same except
the "Effect" black. The third variation is that the logo is all
black. The last variation is that the logo is all white.

2

Use the appropriate logo when placing the logo in front of
an image, ensure that the logo does not disappear into
the background.

1

2

4

3

3

4
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MIND THE DETAILS
For taglines, only the Roboto font can be used. Adjust the
size proportionate to the height of our logo.

Don't change the colour variations on our logo. Please
follow the four variations found on the previous page.

If needed, use our logo with a white or black box to separate
the logo from the background. Do not change the colour of
the box and do not use a square box.
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SPACE & SIZING
We want our logo to be legible and easy to read. Please follow the
minimum size requirements for PRINT and SCREEN.

No tagline
Screen: 38.4 pixels
Print: 1.2 inch

With tagline
Screen: 144 pixels
Print: 1.3 inch

With background
Screen: 124.8 pixels
Print: 1.5 inch

Minimum clearance space and background box spacing.
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COLOURS
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OUR FAVOURITE COLOUR
Blue is our main brand colour, which can be found in
our logo. It is complemented by a Navy Blue for
added contrast. Blue more recently straddles

HEX: #0070FA
RGB: 65 110 181
CMYK: 80 58 0 0

masculine and feminine in the mind and still
embodies an image of “honesty."
HEX: #14224B
RGB: 20 34 75
CMYK: 100 90 37 43
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HEX: #FF006E
RGB: 255, 0, 110
CMYK: 0, 100, 57, 0

HEX: #FB5607
RGB: 251, 86, 7
CMYK: 0, 66, 97, 2

SECONDARY COLOURS
Our secondary colours are Pink, Orange, Yellow, and Green
which are bright and colourful.
HEX: #FFBE0B
RGB:255, 190, 11
CMYK: 0, 25, 96, 0

HEX: 0CCE6B
RGB: 12, 206, 107
CMYK: 94, 0, 48, 19
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TYPE
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OUR FONTS

Mulish

Roboto

Our typography is comprised of two

Mulish ExtraLight
Mulish ExtraLight Italic
Mulish Light
Mulish Light Italic
Mulish Regular
Mulish Italic
Mulish Medium
Mulish SemiBold
Mulish Medium Italic
Mulish SemiBold Italic
Mulish Bold
Mulish Bold Italic
Mulish ExtraBold
Mulish ExtraBold Italic
Mulish Black
Mulish Black Italic

Roboto Thin
Roboto Thin Italic
Roboto Light Italic
Roboto Light
Roboto Italic
Roboto Medium Italic
Roboto Regular
Roboto Bold
Roboto Bold Italic
Roboto Medium
Roboto Black
Roboto Black Italic

fonts, Mullish and Roboto. For main
headings and titles, Mullish is to be
used, preferable in the black weight.
For subheadings and paragraphs,
Roboto is to be used
For Printed material - we will use
brand fonts (Mulish and Roboto).
If Roboto is not available such as
using Word documents or emails
(other electronic communications),
use the Arial font.
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IMAGES
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WHAT IMAGES TO SHOW?
As mentioned earlier, we are not into "sadvertising". The
people we serve are not vessels for disease, they are
humans with rich lives. When choosing a photo, we do not
choose photos that illicit guilt as the people we serve are not
vessels of a disease. Instead, we choose the best photos
that display the hope found in each individual's story. Our
goal is always to put the people we are serving first.

Photography found in this book are photographed by
Tom Bradley.
@TomBradleyPhoto
@IsLeprosyEliminated
www.tom-bradley.com
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